Abstract
of eyes. Luminance reflects input from the L and M cones in the retina but ignores 16 the contribution of intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cells (ipRGCs) 17 expressing the photopigment melanopsin, which are known to control the size of the 18 pupil. We discuss the role of melanopsin in controlling pupil size by reanalysing an 19 extant data set. We confirm that melanopsin-weighted quantities, in conjunction with 20 Watson & Yellott's formula, adequately model intensity-dependent pupil size. We 21 discuss the contributions of other photoreceptors into pupil control.
22
In a paper adequately described as a tour de force, Watson and The observation that V(λ)-weighted quantities do not predict pupil size is not new [5] . 31 In 1962, Bouma [6] noted that the spectral sensitivity of pupil control is neither V(λ) (Fig. 1C) . 46 There is now a good body of evidence that all photoreceptors can control the 47 diameter of the pupil. The best evidence comes from studies examining pupil size 48 using the method of silent substitution, in which pairs of lights are alternated such 49 that only one photoreceptor class is stimulated [8, 9] . Studies examining pupil control 50 using this method are given in Table 1 . 
